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1.Repeat zhenxin's cuts to get the result and compare with my result.

2.Add accuracy 
𝑆+𝐵

𝑆
in table.

3.Change  some tight cuts. e.g. 
1)the number of photon =0.  
2)the number of charged particles  <  3.   
In order to  increase the select effectiveness of signal.

4.Add new cuts to suppress different background. e.g.Doing
1)the total energy of photon.  
2)the energy of muon
3)the angle of two muon
4)the total energy of others 
5) the energy of Ez
6) costheta and so on.



( Comment from Ryuta ) 
As I remembered, , , ,  Manqi also suggests the following points :

* Since the signal selection efficiency of about 40% is a bit low, need to be 
studied.  ( <== Off course, this item is partly included in the above list ) 
* From the sqrt(S+B/S) value, try to optimize the cut conditions so as to increase 
this value. 
* After the requirement of 2 muons,  the efficiency would be roughly 90% ( <---
this should be calculated exactly ), considering that the identification efficiency of 
about 99%, this cut might drop 10%.   This should be checked. 

* Maybe it is better to separate the condition of " muon plus>0 , muon-minus>0,  
charged particle < 3"  into 2 cuts, to clearly understand the flow. 
* The components of the remain background is not clear for some of background 
channels, it is better to check explicitly. 
In case,  using the MC truth information would be better. 



ZhenXing’s result:

My repetition:
93.6%,ManQi expectation ~99% .how to check or modify this value ?



Add some cuts or change cuts region to decrease
𝑆+𝐵

𝑆

To suppress two fermions background.



My result: UL(%)=0.74%(without BDT) Mo Xin result: UL(%)= 0.60%(with BDT)

From Zhangkaili.



Left background:

(Left 540)

𝑀𝜇𝜇 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙

How to exclude?

I don’t remember clearly. Maybe Manqi think this kind background can’t be 
excluded unless we use Mrecoil mass.  



Single Z (Left 1608) 

Z

WW (Left 4706:main(ww_l0ll) 

I think this background can be excluded. 

How to exclude? 𝐸𝜇
𝑚𝑖𝑛? Or others? I don’t 

know.

The same to zz background. 



ZZorWW: (Left 5629:main zzorww_l0mumu)



Next Plan

New cuts?or other?


